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June 29th 2020: Eight Components of a Competitive Job
Search Today
How and where do you start looking for a job? Just the thought
of commencing a job search is stressful enough – figuring out
how to do it in the world we now find ourselves in can have us
feeling lost and hopeless. In this episode of the Career
Confidante, host Marie Zimenoff welcomes Marjorie
Kavanagh, Founder and CEO of Panoramic Resumes.
Marjorie shares how to navigate a comprehensive job search
to find a job as quickly as possible using a marketing plan,
personal branding, networking, and understanding of the job
application and hiring process. Whether you are currently
looking for a job o
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Featured Guest
Marjorie Kavanagh
Marjorie Kavanagh is the Founder and CEO of Panoramic Resumes, LLC, a career
management consulting firm in New Jersey. Twelve years ago, as an HR executive
who pioneered innovative talent acquisition programs, Marjorie discovered a
newfound passion and devotion to helping people manage their careers and land
meaningful employment. Panoramic Resumes was born. Marjorie developed a
unique customer-centric model with full engagement and collaboration, creating
custom-crafted marketing material for a competitive job search along with built-in
consultation to help clients rediscover their value and articulate it with confidence to
employers. Panoramic services include resume, LinkedIn profile, cov
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